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Abstract: Climate change is an increasingly critical issue impacting coasts and coast structures,
leading to erosion, flooding, sea level rise, etc. These significantly impact not only the environment
and society, but also the regional infrastructure and economy. This study focused on assessing the
costs associated with climate change along the coast of Catalonia. An innovative tool in Python called
GCIFS (Georeferenced Impact Forecast System) was developed for the assessment, which is based
on LiDAR measurements, cartography, and online databases to predict future coastlines and eco-
nomic impacts. The proposed methodology considered unique beach-specific scenarios, and multiple
direction and altitude vectors to identify difficult-to-erode areas and existing protections were gener-
ated. Seven approaches based on forecasted sea-level rise with and without coastal geomorphology
were applied to 262 beaches. Local impact factors and potential protection, using detailed data on
infrastructure and building typology, were included in the cost evaluation, resulting in estimated
costs by the year 2100 of EUR 8846.00 million for the worst-case scenario, EUR 3587.36 million for a
conservative prediction including geomorphology, and EUR 822.67 million for a prediction based on
local erosion and geomorphology. It was concluded that 170,676 m of protection structures is required.
The selected approach, technologies, and detailed information are critical for an adequate assessment.

Keywords: climate change; coast; Catalonia; coastal erosion; GCIFS; LiDAR; GIS; Python; cartography;
sea-level rise; infrastructure; costs; protection

1. Introduction

Climate change is a reality with significant consequences to be expected in this century,
leading to economic impacts in vulnerable zones, as has been documented by several
authors who have investigated the associated sea level rise, erosion, and changes in other
parameters including infrastructure damage in Europe and worldwide, among other topics
related to vulnerability and impact costs on shorelines as well as how to build resilience
systems to survive and protect our future development [1–29].

There have been several studies on the vulnerability and risks of climate change over
coasts [11,12,30–32]. Models like DIVA (Dynamic Interactive Vulnerability Assessment
model), DINAS-COAST (Dynamic and interactive assessment of national, regional, and
global vulnerability of coastal zones to climate change and sea-level rise), or the CIAM
model (Coastal Impact and Adaptation Model) have also been created, but they have some
limitations or use different models, tools, information, or perspectives to those used in the
present study [33–35]. LiDAR technology (to be described later) has also been employed for
studies on other coasts [36–38] as well as other technologies or automated methods [39–41].
Although all of these studies reported valuable information, only a few have assessed the
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economic impacts, which were based only on direct cost approximations, with simplified
procedures based on unitary costs. In very few studies was a detailed assessment, based on
specific structures and the monetary cost of their losses, carried out [37], and not for the
coast of Catalonia.

In order to obtain precise information to mitigate the climate change effects on Cat-
alonian coasts, the main objective of this study was to assess the impact, in terms of cost,
to the coastal infrastructure due to the average sea level rise induced by climate change
with a high degree of precision. In order to do so, a numerical and georeferenced tool
was developed to provide high resolution data in an automatic way for any given beach
type. To achieve this objective, several steps were followed and can be summarized as
follows. (1) To develop procedures to (a) create unique beach-specific scenarios by means
of cartographic and laser altimeter measurements, (b) determine shorelines using different
erosion theories including or not sea rise level, geomorphology, and existing protection
walls, (c) identify and quantify future infrastructure loss and land, (d) calculate the required
number and length of protection measures for each beach, and (e) assess the current and
future loss costs due to impacted infrastructure and land as well as the costs of potential
protection structures by considering the economic and local factors through open access
databases. (2) To apply the complete model to the coast of Catalonia. (3) To determine the
impact costs for different types of infrastructure, land, and protection. (4) To create a very
high resolution database with as much data as possible to provide information for decision
makers that is able to be extended in future studies.

It is expected that using the developed tool will allow us to define new shorelines
with important differences, regardless of whether or not each beach geomorphology is
considered. It is also expected that future potentially impacted zones will be quantified
in a precise way, avoiding erroneous predictions for nether lands away from the ocean. It
is considered that the use of information based on geographic and laser information will
allow for high resolution results, in order to assess the costs due to impacted infrastructure
in a more effective way. Since the area under study is large, large costs are expected, but
the proposed tool will allow for overestimations to be avoided.

2. Methodology

All of the methodology was implemented in the Georeferenced Coastal Impact Fore-
cast System (GCIFS) software (Figure 1). The program was mainly developed in Python2.7
using Python built-ins and Arpcy tools.
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A shapefile stores the non-topologic information of the geometry and spatial attributes
of the spatial datasets. The geometry is stored as a shape in a vectorial coordinate. Each
shapefile is formed by eight extensions: ‘.cpg’, ‘.dbf’, ‘.prj’, ‘.sbn’, ‘.sbx’, ‘.shp’, ‘.shp.xml’,
and ‘.shx’ [42]. These and the other files are related to the methodology and processes
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described in the following. A detailed description was not pursued in the present study
as we only wanted to show the main characteristics of GCIFS and its results through a
case study for the whole shoreline of Catalonia to illustrate the power and adequacy of
the software to predict the impact costs under climate-change induced phenomena. For
very detailed information on GCIFS, the interested reader is referred to [42]. All modules
included in GCIFS are depicted in Figure 2.
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Figure 2. Basic modules in GCIFS.

The modules in Figure 2 are necessarily executed in sequence (top–down in the
figure), and each module can, in turn, have submodules. The GCIFS lab module, the
first module, creates a given beach scenario with the geographical location, orientation,
longitude, altitude, etc. The basic function of GCIFS lab is to allow the execution of the
analysis of the erosion submodules by considering the geomorphology and infrastructure
at a high resolution. GCIFS lab is composed of the submodules presented in Figure 3.
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Figure 3. Submodules of GCIFS lab.

The flowchart in Figure 3 follows the flow as indicated by the arrows. The function
in each submodule can be inferred from Figure 3 (as stated before, more details can be
found elsewhere [42]), but some highlights of these submodules are given. In brief, the
submodule “Coast lines” uses cartographic information to create shorelines for each beach
and smooths them [43] by means of a polynomic approximation with an exponential core;
this is illustrated in Figure 4. A smoothing parameter, PTS, is determined by GCIFS, which
is empirically defined [42] as other empirical factors and considerations [42].
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Figure 4. Zoom smoothed shoreline.

The submodule “Directions” in Figure 3 determines the directions for each individual
shoreline. The term ‘Run-up’ [44], used for a flooding that occurs and ends in a very limited
time period without modifying the geomorphology of the beach [44,45] (Figure 5a), was
avoided. In this study, another erosion approach was pursued, since a modified long-term
profile was required; such an approach implies a direction that will tend to create a new
beach but preserve the original shape [46], as shown in Figure 5b. The profile shown in
Figure 5 refers to the boundary between the longitudinal section between the beach and
the ocean.
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To apply the submodule “Directions”, several common parameters are required, as
the beach secant, S, is given by

S =
Y1 − Y0

X1 − X0
(1)
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where X0 and Y0 and X1 and Y1 are the coordinates of the first and second points, respec-
tively; its corresponding angle, SA, is computed as

SA = arctan(S) (2)

The beach transversal (Equation (3)) is given below

Tr = arctan
(
−1
S

)
(3)

and other parameters like the ocean location, beach orientation, and lateral extension; a
direction correction was also carried out [42].

The submodule “LiDAR” in Figure 3 generates multivectors (multiple direction and
altitude vectors) along each considered beach. A georeferenced shoreline is determined
with unique vectors denoted as U-vectors, which have a common direction but with a
unique varying elevation or depression; this was inspired by Cliord exterior algebra [14].
To do so, the Light detection and Ranging (LiDAR) technique is used [47]. Another
important concept is the digital elevation model (DEM), which is created through direct
field measurements using, for instance, topographic surveys with GPS and altimeters as
well as several techniques to store them as raster images [48]. Since the advent of LiDAR
radar, all DEMs with a resolution less than 5 × 5 m can be determined with this radar. It
can be described as a high-resolution sensor, fixed or movable, that is provided with a
pulse laser transmitter and a receptor [47]. For large land lengths, the georeferenced data
are normally obtained in an air transported way (Figure 6a) or by scanning (Figure 6b).
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As previously mentioned, in the Catalonian cartographic system (CCS), all DEMs with
a resolution less than 5 × 5 m are based on LiDAR radar, providing a resolution as high as
1 × 1 m in certain areas, as shown in Figure 7.
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High-resolution data play a key role in the accurate estimation of erosion (or other
climate change related phenomena), future shorelines, and associated costs, as stated above.
In Catalonia, a database in a cloud with a minimum density of 0.5 points/m2 is available
for altimetry precision with an average 6 cm of quadratic error [49]. The original LiDAR
files (raw data) are stored as the file type LAS (extension ‘.las’, the three first letters of laser;
see also Table 1), the same as those generated by the American Society for Photogrammetry
and Remote Sensing [50]. These LAS files are available as a compressed version in the file
type LAZ (extension ‘.laz’), as created by the open project ‘LASzip’. [51]. The ‘Las_dataset’
(Table 1) is an independent file that creates references to every ‘.las’ file. A thorough
description of the ‘Las_dataset’ is available in [42]; although this reference is in Spanish,
the most relevant information is contained here as well as in the employed references (see
the References section, together with an English translation of the title of [42]). An example
of the processed images using these files is shown in Figure 8.

Table 1. Erosion models.

Model Description

Brunn5 Brunn’s law with an increase in the annual average sea level IPCC-RCP8.5
Brunn3 Brunn’s law with an increase in the annual average sea level IPCC-RCP4.5
Alde Without an increase in the annual average sea level IPCC-RCP8.5
Erlv Local erosion
Gcifsln Maximum erosion for each multivector using the local erosion data
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Figure 8. Cont.
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Figure 8. LiDAR section. Beaches: (a) several, (b) several, (c) p44 (Platja Canadell), p45 (Calellade
Palafrugell), p46 (Platja dels Burricaires), p203 (s/n), and p204 (Cala de Sant Roc), (d) p46, (e) p46,
(f) p46.

The LiDAR information is also used to create the multivectors, as schematically shown
in Figure 9. The use of multivectors leads to real models like the one shown in Figure 10.
More details can be found in [42].
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Figure 10. Examples of real models: (a) Beach p91 (Platja de la Fragata), (b) beach p105 (Platya
Savinosa), (c) beach p116 (Platya de I’Arenal) and (d) beach p243 (Platya Llarga).
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The multivectors in turn allow for the use of the submodules “Polygons” and “Area
under the curve” to generate base polygons such as those shown in Figure 11 as well
as compute their corresponding areas by well-known numerical integration methods
(e.g., Ref. [52]) and to delimit the beach regions.
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This includes all submodules of GCIFS lab. The next module in Figure 2, termed as
“GCIFS Analysis”, is described in the following.

“GCIFS Analysis” is the second module shown in Figure 2. It is in this module that the
beaches are analyzed and the erosion computed. It uses the previous module information
as input, which is also subdivided into submodules, as shown in Figure 13.
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Figure 13. Processes for submodules in GCIFS analysis.

Rather than describing each submodule in Figure 13 (the names of the submodules
are indicative of their purposes), a brief description of the salient points of the “GCIFS
Analysis” is given below. The contact points can be determined using different erosion
models, as listed in Table 1 [53].

The erosion is computed over the created scenarios based on the limiting distance of
each multivector, from the current shoreline up to the predicted shoreline for a given year.
This is determined for every beach for the Brunn5, Brunn3, and Alde models, for each beach
for Erlv, and for each multivector in GCIFSln [53]. The Brunn5 and Brunn3 models are
based on a limiting distance as per the maximum predictions of IPCC-RCP8.5 of an average
sea level rise of 1 m and IPCC-RCP4.5 of 0.76 m, respectively; these correspond to the coast
erosion estimated with Brunn’s law by Mimura and Nobuoka [53]. For the Alde model, the
new shoreline is derived only for the average sea level rise IPCC-RCP8.5 without erosion.
The Gcifsln model proposed in GCIFS determines a vectorial erosion capacity (VEC) factor
for each multivector using the local annual erosion data. The factor is defined by the area
under the curve of the multivector in the local erosion length. Subsequently, each contact
line (second submodule in Figure 13) of each multivector is computed by means of the VEC
factor for the desired year (Figure 14).
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impacting the general procedure (Figure 15). One is Acba, a system that identifies pos-
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sible geographical alterations of slow erosion like cliffs or large terrain volumes in short
distances [54].
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Figure 15. Comparison of beach p0 (Platja de Portbou). Without Acba (a), with Acba (b).

The other one is termed Walltsy, and it detects incomplete walls. If an incomplete
wall is detected, Acba checks whether a difficult-to-erode geography is located behind
the wall, and a factor to limit the water advance will be considered. In contrast, if the
location is free, the erosion model applied at the time will be kept. This is illustrated in
Figure 16a and Figure16b, respectively.
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If several beaches are analyzed simultaneously, the software is able to identify impact
polygons that can be superposed and correct the neighbor polygons with this problem
(Figure 17).

The model is originally designed to work with all of the required systems. So far, only
two have been presented: (1) Acba, which allows for the identification of zones as cliffs
with minimum erosion for the time period of interest, and (2) Walltsy, which allows for the
identification and measurement of infrastructures (as provided by local cartography) as
protection walls that limit the erosion of the zone. Both systems were used in this study as
indicated, except for Brunn5_no and Brunn3_no, so that differences could be identified. If
these (identification) systems are employed (i.e., Acba and Walltsy), more precise results
can be obtained because these difficult-to-erode zones are identified. As shown later, this
will have an impact on the costs (i.e., the total costs when these systems are employed are
much lower because much more refined information is employed, and less infrastructure
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and regions are impacted). Not using these systems (i.e., using less precise information)
will lead to an overestimation of the total costs, as expected.
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All of the previous information can be used to compute the impact volumes for each
segment, as shown in Figure 18, which in turn allows one to obtain the total impact volume
by addition. GCIFS Analysis can also quantify segment areas, the impacted beach area
in m2, the intersection with the ocean, intersection with other water bodies, and the total
erosion of the beach for a year.
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The next module in Figure 2 is termed as “GCIFS Infra” and is described below.
“GCIFS Infra” (the third module showed in Figure 2) is used to identify, classify, and

measure the infrastructure in the impact zone for each analysis. This module uses the
impact polygons defined earlier to first identify detailed impacts to the infrastructure of
different types, namely gardens, sand beach, country, train, highways, streets, public areas,
and buildings. Then, the area for all kinds and lengths of trains, highways, and streets is
determined. Finally, for the specific case of buildings, these structures are delimited as com-
plete units for a more detailed analysis to be explained right after the next GCIFS module
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(the fourth one in Figure 2). An example of the analysis of the impacted infrastructure is
shown in Figure 19.
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Figure 19. Example of the impacted infrastructure analysis.

The “GCIFS buil” is represented in the fourth module shown in Figure 2. It is used to
classify and determine the type, number of stories, and commercial areas of the buildings
in a given impact polygon. The more detailed analysis of the buildings in this module is
aimed at more accurately defining their importance and computing their costs. The module
identifies the building as dwellings, hotels, commercial, schools, hospitals, historic, govern-
ment, sport, factory, gas stations, and transportation stations. An example is illustrated in
Figure 20. The Tax Agency of Catalonia [55] is used as the source to establish the average
story height, percentage of each type of building considered as the commercial area, and
other relevant parameters (see details in [42]). The last two modules of GCIFS are described
in the following.
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Figure 20. (a) Number of stories (elevation) and (b) buildings Identification (plan view).

The “GCIFS protect” module is the fifth module shown in Figure 2. Its function is to
determine the required protection length to avoid erosion after each sand beach. To do so,
the existent functional walls are considered as well as the cliffs or upper lands. With this
information, the protections are classified as without protection, incomplete protection, or
complete protection. As with the other modules, extensive details, input and output file
names, etc., were omitted for space reasons, but can be found in [42]. Instead, the procedure
can be readily inspected in Figure 21 in a schematic manner. It should be noted that
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processes such as wave run-up on the beach and structures, overtopping, and structural
condition assessment were omitted from this analysis.
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The sixth and last module of the software is “GCIFS cost”, as shown in Figure 2. This
module assesses the impact costs on the Catalonian coast based on the impacts and pro-
tections. It employs the previously generated information on the infrastructure, buildings,
and protections for each zone. For a realistic cost evaluation, the time and inflation rates
are considered. The main assumption is that when a zone in the neighborhood of the
shoreline is lost, it will be necessary to relocate it; therefore, the current commercial cost is
not considered, but the total reconstruction cost.

The GCIFS program (implicitly the described implemented methodology) was applied
to a practical case in the next section. The selected region was the shoreline of Catalonia,
and the results are given below.

3. Case-Study Data, Scenarios and Results for the Coast of Catalonia
3.1. Study Area

The coast of Catalonia is in the northwest Mediterranean region. Depending on the
considered resolution, it can extend along approximately 580 km [56] to 780 km [57]. With
almost eight million inhabitants, Catalonia is the second most populated autonomous
region in Spain, with very high population density (around 240 inhabitants/km2; [58]).
Catalonia is the second largest economy in Spain with a gross domestic product (GDP) of
around EUR 230 million per year [59]. Figure 22 shows the Catalonian coast under study.

Approximately 70% of the population lives along a 20 km coast strip, and infrastructure
and artificial beaches are located over approximately 152 km of coast [60]. Broadly speaking,
the Catalonian coast can be divided in cliffs, rock beaches, and sand beaches; more details
can be found elsewhere [57,61]. There is 172 km of coast being eroded [62] at different
degrees of erosion [56].
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3.2. Scenarios and Results

The GCIFS model was applied to the coast of Catalonia, as described above. More
details and the results are presented in the following.

A total of 262 beaches, with at least one building behind the shoreline, was selected. A
complete list can be found in [42], together with the extensive costs from different elements
for different years as well as an appendix containing the resulting high-resolution and
high-quality data and maps. In this study, we succinctly present the relevant information
to show the adequacy of GCIFS and support our conclusions. Records were computed
by decade from 2030 to 2100 in order to be consistent with those for the predictions of
the IPCC for the increase in the average sea level with a maximum distance of 200 m per
multivector. The topographic base used was 1:5000 (Cartographic and Geological System
of Catalonia; CGSC). Orthophotos were from the raster server of CGSC “Catalunya 1:1000
vigent”. LiDAR was based on the CGSC: cloud with a minimum density of 0.5 points/m2

and average quadratic error of 6 cm. The coordinate and vertical coordinate systems were
ETRS_1989_UTM_Zone_31N and EPSG:5782 Alicante, respectively. The local erosion was
based on the Catalonian “green book” on the state of coastal zones (CGSC, 2010).

The reference costs were based on different official sources. The infrastructure costs
were based on the 2023 database of the Valencia Institute of Building ([63]; Catalonian
section). These are listed in Table 2.

Table 2. Reference cost of infrastructure in Catalonia.

Infrastructure Cost

Parks 52.00 €/m2

Beach sands 16.89 €/m2

Train rails 1075.08 €/m
Streets 1038.70 €/m
Freeways 1465.44 €/m
Public area 66.00 €/m2

Costs for different types of buildings were based on [64] and are listed in Table 3. A
base cost of 1020.82 €/m2 was considered and scaled according to the factor reported in
Table 3. When applicable, this cost was in turn multiplied by the number of stories.

The costs of protections (simple walls and concrete walls with wave return were
considered) were based on the Environment Agency UK Gov [65], as shown in Table 4.
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Table 3. Reference cost of buildings in Catalonia.

Buildings Factor Cost (€/m2)

Apartments 1.2 1224.95
Hotels 1.4 1429.15
Commercials 1.3 1327.06
Schools 1.0 1020.82
Hospitals 1.5 1531.23
Historical Buildings 1.0 1020.82
Factories 1.2 1224.95
Governments 0.6 612.45
Gas Stations 1.2 1224.95
Transport Stations 1.2 1224.95
Sport facilities 0.45 459.35

Table 4. Reference cost of coast protection.

Protection Cost (€/m)

(I) Simple seawall 2176.00
(II) Concrete seawall with waves reflection 7166.08

It should be noted that all of the computed costs were approximated for the considered
year by adding a 0.03% annual increment as per the average inflation, after the Organization
for Economic Cooperation and Development [66].

Seven different scenarios, essentially analysis types, were performed with a complete
GCIFS for each scenario on one or more beaches, depending on whether submodels and
systems were applied or not. This is described in Table 5, and a discussion and our
conclusions in more general terms are provided later. Nevertheless, differences among
all the models in Table 5 can be readily inspected in Figure 23, where it can be observed
that deactivation of the Acba (to identify difficult-to-erode zones as cliffs) and Walltsy (to
identify infrastructure and protection walls) systems led to an overlap of the projections
for given decades (i.e., the predicted shoreline expected in that decade) over buildings and
therefore higher impact costs, which did not occur when the Acba and Walltsy systems were
considered. More details on each erosion model in Table 5 are also given (under Figure 17).

Table 5. Analysis carried out in the study area.

Analysis Description

Brunn5_no Submodel Brunn 5 without systems
Brunn5_aw Submodel Brunn 5 with the Acba and Walltsy systems
Brunn3_no Submodel Brunn 3 without systems
Brunn3_aw Submodel Brunn 3 with the Acba and Walltsy systems
Alde_aw Submodel Alde with the Acba and Walltsy systems
Erlv_aw Submodel Erlv with the Acba and Walltsy systems
Gcifsln_aw Submodel Gcifsln with the Acba and Walltsy systems

The results of the seven scenarios in Table 5 include the costs (or other parameters
as length units as applicable) as a function of time (i.e., different projection decades) and
they are depicted in figures and listed in tables [42] for four groups: (1) impacted areas,
(2) impact costs, (3) total impact costs, and (4) protection costs. The impacted areas were
subdivided into impacted zones, impacted infrastructure, and impacted buildings. The
impact costs were subdivided into impacted infrastructure costs and impacted building
costs. The total costs included the total costs of all infrastructure and the total costs of all
buildings and the sum of both.
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The previous subgroups were further divided into the other detailed information
described previously. For instance, for the group of impacted areas and the subgroup
impacted zones, there were results for the total area, water bodies, total volume, and sand
volume. For the group of impacted areas and the subgroup of impacted infrastructure,
there were results for parks, beaches, country, public areas, railway, streets, and so on.
This has been extensively depicted and tabulated in [42]. In this study, for the sake of
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brevity, we only presented the results for the total costs and protection costs, since this is
the information linked to the relevant conclusions stated later.

Figure 24 shows the total costs in million EUR of the impacted infrastructure as a
function of projected time (from the year 2020 to year 2100); it can be observed that the
case of Brunn5_no (Table 5) led to the largest costs; in contrast, the Alde_aw case (Table 5)
generated the smallest costs. The amounts in EUR for each case are listed in Table 6. The
other scenarios were between these bounds. It is expected that any analysis that did not
include the systems (no; Table 5) yielded larger impact costs in comparison to those that
did consider them (aw; Table 5). Figures 25 and 26 and Tables 7 and 8 are analogous to
Figure 24 and Table 6, except that the former refer to impacted buildings and the latter to
the total cost by adding the impacted infrastructure and impacted buildings. As can be
seen, the trends were similar, but with the differences shown in the corresponding figures
and tables. A discussion is given in the following section.
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Table 6. Costs of the impacted infrastructure (millions of EUR).

Year Brunn5_no Brunn5_aw Brunn3_no Brunn3_aw Erlv_aw Alde_aw Gcifsln_aw

2030 68.80 68.83 45.81 45.56 90.92 2.73 35.00
2040 172.81 167.83 112.32 110.98 185.76 4.07 69.73
2050 317.98 299.33 207.09 203.10 315.80 6.09 118.21
2060 525.43 466.76 346.06 327.93 461.88 9.34 180.82
2070 788.43 657.12 517.06 472.55 610.67 14.97 257.87
2080 1129.42 874.65 750.32 655.85 755.76 24.32 347.97
2090 1517.24 1095.63 100.07 840.43 900.31 40.31 450.28
2100 1971.35 1316.19 1328.20 1051.51 1046.28 63.48 564.12

Table 7. Costs of the impacted buildings (millions of EUR).

Year Brunn5_no Brunn5_aw Brunn3_no Brunn3_aw Alde_aw Erlv_aw Gcifsln_aw

2030 198.06 112.12 70.62 63.91 63.45 0.00 1.01
2040 502.74 366.29 337.37 296.78 283.87 0.00 22.41
2050 1082.60 809.68 602.62 515.71 489.75 0.00 33.62
2060 1896.11 1336.97 1089.01 857.29 645.71 0.00 48.50
2070 2735.34 1687.93 1800.69 1330.79 1032.17 0.00 63.95
2080 3909.42 2111.35 2532.38 1797.58 1199.78 0.00 90.14
2090 5238.95 2526.87 3353.33 2129.80 1360.48 0.00 225.13
2100 6874.65 2894.83 4492.72 2535.85 1636.86 0.00 258.55
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Table 8. Total costs of the impacted infrastructure and buildings (millions of EUR).

Year Brunn5_no Brunn5_aw Brunn3_no Brunn3_aw Alde_aw Erlv_aw Gcifsln_aw

2030 266.86 180.86 116.43 109.47 154.37 2.73 36.01
2040 675.55 534.12 449.68 407.76 469.64 4.07 92.15
2050 1400.58 1109.01 809.71 718.81 805.55 6.09 151.84
2060 2421.54 1803.73 1435.07 1185.22 1107.59 9.34 229.32
2070 3523.78 2345.05 2317.75 1803.34 1642.83 14.97 321.81
2080 5038.84 2986.01 3282.70 2453.43 1955.53 24.32 438.11
2090 6756.19 3622.50 4359.40 2970.24 2260.78 40.31 675.41
2100 8846.00 4211.02 5820.92 3587.36 2683.14 63.48 822.67

Finally, the protection costs for the selected decades are presented in Table 9. Protec-
tions I and II are as previously described.
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Table 9. Protection costs (millions of EUR).

Year Protection I Protection II

2030 449.39 1479.93
2040 560.80 1846.86
2050 672.22 2213.78
2060 783.64 2580.71
2070 895.06 2947.63
2080 1006.47 3314.56
2090 1117.89 3681.48
2100 1229.31 4048.41

CGIFS predicts that to protect all the infrastructure and facilities along the coast of
Catalonia, a total of 407 seawalls are required, encompassing a length of 170,676 m.

The results of this study are discussed in the following.

4. Discussion

Noticeable differences were seen in the results of the study among the considered
scenarios. As expected, methodologies that omitted the land characteristics and existent
infrastructure led to results with a uniform trend, which significantly increased the loss
of land and the costs. Consider, for example, the cases of Bruun5_no and the Brunn3_no
(shown in Figure 27), where these differences were shown for beach p10 (Platja La Farella).
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The general results of the study showed a wide variety in the impact costs for the 
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(determined through the increase in the average sea level), the Gcifsln_aw case showed 
the smallest impact, with a cost of EUR 822.67 million. It is noteworthy that this analysis 

Figure 27. Beach p10 (Platja La Farella) with and without systems: (a) Brunn5_no and (b) Brunn5_aw.

The general results of the study showed a wide variety in the impact costs for the
year 2100, from EUR 63.84 to EUR 8846 million. However, apart from the Alde_aw case
(determined through the increase in the average sea level), the Gcifsln_aw case showed
the smallest impact, with a cost of EUR 822.67 million. It is noteworthy that this analysis
case considered the local erosion and terrain by means of erosion factors; therefore, it is
a feasible option for local studies in extensive areas, which is consistent with the main
objective of this study.

Although cases Erlv_aw and Gcifsln_aw were based on local erosion as a reference, it
can be observed that the latter generated less impact due to the variation in morphology
for a given beach, where the erosion did not impact all points in a uniform way.

It was found that the inland water bodies (Figure 28) were not significantly impacted.
This is understandable because there is a lack of them in the zone under study.
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It was also noted that the Acba system led to a significant reduction in the loss of
land where the soil is not erosion prone. Whether Acba is used or not, differences of
approximately 50% were assessed. This suggests that if Acba is not employed, a significant
overestimation in the results will be obtained.

The Walltsy system did not modify the results to a great extent, since no beach where
the analysis was performed has a complete seawall to be effective as coastal protection. The
existent seawalls only partially cover the zone, with no difficult-to-erode land behind them.
None of the analyzed beaches has been provided with really efficient protection to avoid
damage to the infrastructure and buildings near it.

In this study, infrastructures without any kind of impact in any analysis were excluded
such as highways, schools, hospitals, factories, and gas stations. These results were visually
verified using topographic maps; it was observed that along the coast of Catalonia, there
are no highways closer than 200 m away from any beach. It was observed that some
characteristics such as the type of building led to no impact at all. This is due to the
fact that the study focused on the total functionality of the building. For instance, in the
cases where a hospital or school was located on the ground floor of the building and the
rest were dwellings, it was considered as a dwelling building with respect to the cost
and functionality.

It was observed that the required number of contention seawalls (407) exceeded the
number of studied beaches (262) because, as detailed in the GCIFS protect methodology,
determining the required protection lengths for each beach was carried out considering
the existing protective walls and/or cliffs or places with large cumulated land. Thus, the
terrain was not considered and the required protection for a beach can result in one or
several of shorter lengths, as illustrated in Figure 29.

Using the total cost of analysis as a reference for Brunn5_aw and Brunn3_aw, and
comparing it with the Protection II type, it can be observed that they are similar and that the
protect costs did not differ significantly. However, Erlv_aw and Gcifs_aw led to a difference
of 50% and 25%, respectively.

Broadly speaking, the results show that when erosion predictions are considered in any
analysis case, the infrastructure is invariably impacted, and the costs significantly increase.

Although the main features of GCIFS were not described in the previous section
in this manuscript, we mention here that the software includes completely automatized
procedures, avoiding the manual usage of a georeferenced system such as ArcMap® or
Qgis®; the results are also reported automatically. The only required inputs are the data,
and output databases, shapefiles, tables, figures, and spreadsheets will be generated. The
program is very versatile and can easily be adapted to any available information and any
beach around the world, from 1 m to a whole shoreline for the desired characteristics such
as geographic location, morphology, infrastructure, orientation, etc. All shapefiles can
be easily retrieved through a unique code. The process can be sped-up if information on
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the desired place is already loaded. GCIFS can be used on any ordinary computer with
regular computing power; all procedures are performed in chain without overloading the
RAM memory or at high speed, where procedures are performed in blocks. GCIFS can
be modified for any specific purpose. The model employs the files and denotations listed
in Table 10.
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Figure 29. Results of GCIFS protect for beaches (a) p0 (Platja de Portbou), (b) p23 (Platja sa Conca),
(c) p28 (Platja dels Palangrers), and (d) p31 (La Platja de Les Barques).

Table 10. Files and denotations employed in GCIFS.

Abbreviation Description

SH Shapefile
AT Arcpy tool
DB Data base
IDB Incidence data base
LD Las_dataset
aw Acba_walltsy

Note the fact that more accurate local information avoids an inadequate cost evaluation
that can be investigated by comparing the use of DEM versus LiDAR data; the interested
reader is referred to references provided in the Introduction. Nevertheless, future research
is recommended to further investigate this aspect.

5. Conclusions

A tool in Python named GCIFS (Georeferenced Impact Forecast System) was devel-
oped to evaluate the impact cost on coasts due to climate change, which was based on
LiDAR technology as well as cartography, online databases, and other sources of informa-
tion. It was used to predict future shorelines and economic impacts on the coast of Catalonia
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and its infrastructure. The innovative methodology includes unique beach-specific cases
and analysis scenarios and multivectors (multiple direction and altitude vectors) to identify
regions that are difficult to erode as well as the existing protective seawalls. Seven analysis
cases based on sea-level rise information by including/excluding coastal geomorphology
were applied to the beaches along the coast of Catalonia.

Climate change is a reality and its impacts on coasts from a physics standpoint (re-
ceding shoreline, loss of sediments, increased flood risk, more vulnerability, loss of land,
economic and functionality losses) will be very significant as well as the impact and/or
protective measures costs. In this study, it was found that 100% of the analyzed beaches
will be partially or totally impacted by the average sea level increase. The most significant
impact costs for infrastructure corresponded to sand beaches, public areas, and streets,
while the costs associated with parks and railways were much lower. For instance, in the
worst-case scenario (Brunn5_no), the impact cost on sand beaches will increase from EUR
48.48 million in 2030 to EUR 611.40 million in 2100. The largest increases will be in 2050
for sand beaches, in 2070 for parks and railways, and in 2090 for streets. This order in the
impact is expected because of the geographic location with respect to the shoreline. Also, it
should be considered that some types of infrastructure such as parks and railways may not
exist at all beaches.

If the buildings are taken into account, all scenarios show that dwellings, hotels, and
commercial buildings will be the most impacted by the loss of coast, thus leading to the
highest impact costs. It can be concluded that the impact costs will be relatively small in
the decade starting from 2030, but will significantly increase in the subsequent decades,
especially in the worst-case scenario where the impact cost to dwellings will experience the
highest cost increase from EUR 178.14 million in 2030 to EUR 5818.49 million in 2100.

A less conservative analysis by considering the coast morphology (Brunn3_aw) led to a
similar behavior with respect to the worst-case scenario, but with much smaller impact costs.
For example, the impact cost to dwelling buildings will increase from EUR 46.96 million in
2030 to EUR 2094.27 million in 2100. Also, the hotels and commercial buildings will exhibit
a gradual increase, with commercial buildings being the most impacted. A noteworthy
difference in both analyses is that only the former indicated the impact costs to historic,
government, sport buildings, and stations, which suggests that these structures are not
near the coast zone under study.

In all of the analyzed cases, a continuous increase over time in the impact costs for
buildings was found. This is because the region under study is large and densely populated,
with several buildings near the coast of Catalonia. As the shoreline recedes, it is expected
that more buildings will be impacted over time. In contrast to densely populated beaches
with many buildings in a coast strip about the shoreline such as in tourism zones, as the
density diminishes and the infrastructure is further away from the coast, the impact costs
for buildings are expected to be less significant.

Based on the results of the study along the coast of Catalonia, it can be concluded
that there is a large variability in impact cost, depending on the considered analysis and
the available information; detailed information with high quality and resolution as well
as advanced technology play a key role in obtaining adequate predictions. If only the
average sea level increase is considered, the study shows that in 2100, the total impact cost
will be EUR 63.48 million, which differs significantly from the EUR 8846.00 million total
impact cost for the same year, if the worst-case scenario, without taking into account the
geomorphology, is to be considered. If the geomorphology is included in the worst-case
scenario as well as the existent protective seawalls, the impact cost is reduced by 50%;
the main reason for this difference is that difficult-to-erode zones are excluded in a very
conservative analysis.

It was also concluded that by including the local erosion measures, the costs decrease.
Once more, this shows the importance of using precise information with the highest possible
resolution to assess the impact cost due to climate change on beaches, together with their
infrastructure, buildings, and protection walls, which was the case for the average sea
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level rise and erosion, but it could also be the case for other parameters. This is a very
important conclusion because the better the input information provided to the innovative
GCIFS (Georeferenced Impact Forecast System) software developed in this study, the
more adequate the predictions will be, which will have significant implications in coastal
management and protection.

This study also found that a large investment is required to protect the infrastructure
behind Catalonian beaches. If the most conservative models are considered such as those
developed in the submodels Erlv and Gcifsln in GCIFS, such an investment would be
unfeasible. The developed program showed its efficiency in creating individual scenarios
for each beach, providing a large amount of data while maintaining computing efficiency
(using common computers) and the ability to perform analysis for different erosion theories
and receding of the shoreline. It was observed that the differences when considering the
geomorphology or not were very large for assessing the loss of land due to the average
sea level increase for the following years. Therefore, inclusion of the geomorphology was
found to be critical for adequate evaluations of the impact costs on coasts. The methodology
to assess the shoreline receding by means of a direction from the shoreline itself, as carried
out in GCIFS, proved to be optimal to avoid wrong flood predictions. This is relevant
for assessing the impacted areas and impact costs as well as developing risk maps. The
software also showed its ability to adapt to any type of morphology and obtain high-
resolution data and maps by using online information and updating files, which is critical
to keep the information updated. It is also able to adapt the available information of any
source type.

It is evident that decision making in terms of providing resources to protect coasts
includes a wide range of subjects, results, and experts with different backgrounds. How-
ever, the employment of new methodologies and technologies that are able to provide
better information, in quantitative and qualitative terms, will lead to more resilient solu-
tions. GCIFS could be used to face future challenges for any coast worldwide, and it is a
very valuable tool for coastal engineers, researchers, and code developers as well as for
government, insurance, and private sectors interested in the impact costs on coasts due to
climate change.

As a final remark, it is noted that even though the advantages of the developed
software have been highlighted together with the statement that any type of information
can potentially be adapted to it, researchers and practicing engineers should always bear
in mind that there is no software that can cover all possible issues arising from every
considered coast around the world, and that the lack of information and its wide variety
may limit the use of computer programs. Also, it is emphasized that tools cannot replace
the ability of practicing coastal engineers and that care should be exercised when using
any software tool. The experience of a coastal engineer is always a key aspect for adequate
design, who should also recognize that our knowledge is always limited and that the
epistemic uncertainties can be large.
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